QCPR Classroom app
Fun learning is better learning
We know CPR training creates lifesavers. But for years, providing accurate
and objective feedback on student performance has been a challenge for
instructors. Until now.
The QCPR Classroom app is now available for our Little Anne® QCPR
mainikin with feedback and a gaming element. This enables instructors to
enhance the quality of bystander CPR training, classroom efficiency and
learner engagement – with up to 42 manikins at the same time.

Train more - help save more!
The QCPR Classroom app enables you to train more people at the same time. The ability
to provide high quality CPR training to more bystanders means helping save more lives.
Seamless classroom
preparation
Setting up a CPR Classroom
has never been easier – the
app onboarding guides the
user in 3 simple steps.

Live CPR feedback

The QCPR Classroom app is compatible
with Little Anne QCPR
Life-like anatomy

Perform nose-pinch, head tilt, chin lift and jaw
thrust to see chest rise. Anatomically correct oral
and nasal passages.

Correct pressure

Check how every learner is
performing with feedback
on depth, release, rate and
ventilations.

Intelligent scoring and
guidance
Motivate learners to go from
“passed” to “perfection.”

See and hear that compressions are done
correctly. A built-in clicker signals when the
correct compression depth is achieved.

Quick and easy maintenance

Clean-up is easy with disposable lungs and
removable faces. Made with Laerdal’s patented
design and materials, it’s built to last.

ORDERING INFORMATION
123-01050
123-03050
124-01050
124-03050
123-60750

Little Anne QCPR
Little Anne QCPR Dark
Little Anne QCPR 4-Pack
Little Annd QPR 4-Pack Dark
Little Anne QCPR Upgrade Kit

ACCESSORIES AND CONSUMABLES
123-30050
123-40050
020300
020301
15120103
152400
152401
310210
310215

SkillGuide with extension cable
QCPR Race Stickers 6-Pack
Little Anne Airways (pkg. 24)
Little Anne Airways (pkg. 96)
Manikin Face Shields (6 rolls of 36 ea)
Manikin Wipes (pkg. 50)
Manikin Wipes (pkg. 1200)
Manikin Faces (pkg. 6)
Manikin Faces, Dark Skin (pkg. 6)

For more information, visit Laerdal.com/QCPRClassroom
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Detailed group
overview
See how the whole class
performed, and get tips on
group improvement.

Gamified learning
with QCPR race
Up to 12 students race against
each other in an exciting and
engaging test of CPR skills.

